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Here you can find the menu of Wong's Takeaway Food in Dublin. At the moment, there are 14 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Wong's Takeaway

Food:
miraculous eating, we had a spicy bag with tasty chicken, really soft crunchy chips, also a sweet and sour

chicken dish, yummy, her fried rice is one of the best I had and jump rolls beautiful taste of them, yes a bit wait
for delivery, but expecting how to eat freshly cooked and worth the wait (translated by google) read more. What

Flora Whelan doesn't like about Wong's Takeaway Food:
I would score the summer in Asian field, far east Chinese a tree it’s three. It’s reasonably priced but I wouldn’t

order it on Just Eat because you will be over an hour and a half waiting. If you get the number of the place
yourself order online for collection, it’s quicker that way read more. If you're in a rush, you can get fine Fast-Food

menus just the way you like it from Wong's Takeaway Food in Dublin, freshly prepared for you in short time,
and you can look forward to the delicious classic seafood cuisine.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
FRIED EGG

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

EGG

DUCK

TOFU

BEEF
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